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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

Massachusetts Manufacturing Company Announces Expansion 
 
 
Plymouth, MA, August 25, 2011 – Cheer Pack North America, a focused solution provider for brand owners looking at 
production capabilities for their spouted flexible packaging requirements, has expanded its manufacturing presence in the 
New England region by moving into a 30,000 square foot facility in Plymouth, MA. 
 
The facility in the Plymouth Industrial Park features office and manufacturing space. CPNA has expansion plans to 
convert films and manufacture pouches, as well as injection molding in the very near future. Cheer Pack North America’s 
business and staff are growing rapidly and further expansion in New England and the West Coast are already underway. 
 
“Cheer Pack North America’s workforce has grown very rapidly in the last year and we are still on track to expand,” stated 
Steve Gosling, Cheer Pack North America President. “The challenge in expanding business is finding qualified staff. We 
are always looking for skilled employees to grow with the company.” 
 

The Cheer Pack® is a flexible spouted pouch featuring a convenient, easy-flow straw and a reclosable, large tamper-

evident, screw-on cap. This unique pouch format is ideal for packaging squeezable baby food and children’s snacks. 

Cheer Pack is available in a variety of sizes, styles and film choices. Cheer Pack North America supplies a complete 

packaging solution, including package design and conversion, filling equipment options and technical support.  

 
 
About Cheer Pack North America 
Cheer Pack North America (CPNA) is an international partnership established in 2008 to develop and support spouted 
pouch technology in North America. The partnership consists of Hosokawa Yoko of Japan, Gualapack of Italy and CDF 
Corporation of the United States of America. Each of the three partners provides a great deal of experience and 
knowledge to sustain the efforts of Cheer Pack North America in the United States. www.cheerpack.com 
 
 
 
 
Contact: 
Amanda Verash-Morris, Marketing Communications Specialist 
CDF Corporation 
800-443-1920 
averash@cdf1.com 
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